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Survive the Players. Survive the Island.

Survive the Dice.

2-4 Players • Ages 13+
Play Time Varies 30+ Minutes

Contents
42 Hexes (10 each Green/Brown/Blue/Gray, Monstrous Cave & Ancient Ruins)
18 Dice
40 Native pieces
80 Explorer pieces
4 Native Village pieces
BNG token
BNG (Big Nasty Guy) piece
MRK token
MRK (Massive Roaming Karma) piece
16 Defense tokens
16 Restriction tokens
Gems tokens (1s, 5s and 10s)
Instruction Booklet (made from real paper!)
Authentic Native Feathered Headpiece and Loin Cloth (not really)

Winning the Game
There are two ways to win the game:
• Be the last player to have any Explorers left on the
Island, or...
• After all actions on your turn are completed, all
Villages are occupied by you, MRK, and/or BNG.
So, you can either protect all the Native Villages and bring peace to
the Island, or you can wipe out all the other Explorers... and bring
peace to the Island!

Being Eliminated (otherwise known as “Losing”)
Any player losing all of their Explorers is eliminated from the game.
All of their gems must be returned to the unused gem pile. Discarded
gems should not be pocketed by sore losers. They are not legal tender.

Setup
1) Determine who goes first by rolling one of the eight-sided dice with
the high roller going first and continuing clockwise.
2) Each player chooses an Explorer color.
3) Each player starts with 5 gems.
4) Each player will start with a number of Explorers equal to one plus
the number of players. For example, in a three-player game, each
player would each get four Explorer pieces to start. (See #8)

5) Connect all of the hexes in any way and shape you want—neat and
orderly, amorphous blob, penguin—your choice. These include all
of the blue, brown, gray, and green hexes, as well as the Monstrous
Cave and Ancient Ruins hexes. All of the hexes must be connected
to each other. You may select one person to lay out the hexes,
take turns (not recommended due to taking a freakin’ long time) or
everyone can jump in and place them all together. It’s up to you!
6) Take out all four Villages and one of each color Native.
7) Starting with the first player and continuing clockwise, each player
will place (in order) Natives then Villages, wherever they like, on
their matching color hex (green Native goes on a green hex, etc.).
Villages may not be placed directly next to another Village.
8) Players’ Explorers start on the hex with first Village they placed.
They are immediately starting as friends with that Native tribe.
Example: In a three-player game, player one will place the first Native.
Player two will place the second Native. Player three will place the
third Native. Player one will place the fourth Native. Player two will
place the first Village with all of their Explorers. Player three will place
the second Village with all of their Explorers. Player one will place the
third Village with all of their Explorers. Player two will place the fourth
Village. Player three will now be the first player to start their turn.

On Your Turn (Order of Operations)
1) Remove any protection tokens you have (if applicable).
2) Roll 6 dice together--the three Gems/Movement/Population (GMP)
dice along with your choice of three option dice
3) Resolve each of the dice separately and in any order you choose
(exceptions: Cataclysm Die & Movement; see below)
4) Remove any restriction tokens you may have (if applicable).
5) Any unfriendly Natives you share a hex with that have not robbed
you yet will rob you now. (See Natives topic for specifics.)
6) Feed your people.
NOTES: You may spend your gems at any time during your turn, except
during an attack or triples roll. If you add any of your own Explorers, they
must be placed on a hex that already has one of your Explorers on it.
- If you have any protection tokens, return them at the beginning of

your turn since you are no longer protected. (Rats!)
- Take the three standard six-sided dice (GMP) along with three option
dice of your choosing. Roll all six dice together.
- Dice rolls may be resolved in any order, except for the Cataclysm Die,
which must be resolved before any other action, and the Movement
die/dice, which may be resolved separately or combined. The GMP
die results will be applied towards Gems, Movement, or Population in
whatever way you wish. You must resolve each die before moving on
to the next with the exception of movement which may be combined
into a single resolution. Refer to the Dice Pages for specifics on
resolving each die.
- For movement: either your GMP selection, the Movement die, or both
may be resolved in the following ways:
a) If you roll both, you may resolve them separately during your turn
or combine the movement amounts.
b) If you choose to resolve them separately and do not use all of one
die’s movement amount, it does not carry over to the other die’s
amount. (Example: you roll a 5 and a 3, and wish to move 4 spaces
initially. You move the 4 spaces using the 5 roll, but you will only have
the 3 roll left to finish your turn.) Really, the only time this matters is
during an attack or placing new Explorers, so don’t stress about it too
much. Well, okay, stress just a little if you really, really want to.
- Once you have resolved your dice rolls, remove any restrictions
tokens you may have as you are now no longer restricted. (Huzzah!)
- The last action on your turn is to spend one gem unit for every five
Explorers you have (rounded up) in order to feed them. If you choose
not to or cannot pay, then half of your Explorers (rounded up) die
of starvation and are removed from the board. You choose which
Explorers are removed. Some of them may make big sad eyes at you.
Remember that once you feed your people, your turn is OVER. It’s the
equivalent of taking your hand off the chess piece. (If you’ve never
played chess, please disregard that comparison and think of pie.)

Native Villages
The Villages are more than just objects used to win the game. They
signify your friendship with the Natives of that color. If you occupy any
hex that contains a Village, the Natives of that color can’t harm you in
any way. This includes both attacking and robbing. If there is a Native

on the same hex as a Village before you move there, they will rob you
before you are able to occupy that Village. Those little stinkers!
Explorers occupying a Village get a +1 on their defense rolls. Lucky!

Natives
Natives can be moved or added by any player who rolls their respective
die. They are loyal to no one, but are friendly to anyone who is protecting
their Village. Any Explorer not defending a Native’s Village will be robbed
using the Robbing Die, in the following situations:
- If the Native lands and stays on a space with any Explorer.
- If any of your Explorers move through a hex containing a Native.
- Ending your turn with a Native sharing a hex with one of your Explorers.
To determine how many gems are taken, roll the Robbing
Die once for each Native.
- If a Native moves, it can’t end in the same space
it started.
- Each Native can only rob once per turn. They can only
rob from what you have, so if you roll -3 on the Robbing
Die and only have 2 gems, the Native will take your 2
gems. You will not have an overdraft on your gem account.
- All robbing is done before you can feed your people.
Yep, that means you might not have enough left to feed
them. Them’s the breaks.

MRK and BNG
These are invincible creatures that any player may direct either by rolling
the Cataclysm Die or paying gems to influence their movement. They
do not begin on the board and must be rolled into existence on their
respective hex. The Natives are aware of their destructive power and will
not (cannot) commit suicide by moving onto a hex occupied by MRK or
BNG. Unless they’ve had too much fermented seaweed.
- MRK (Massive Roaming Karma) moves one space and destroys all
Explorers and Natives it lands on, but its disruptive nature causes all
Explorer and Native pieces to roll for their survival when MRK first
moves into a space adjacent to them. This effect is not triggered when
MRK first comes into play.

- BNG (Big Nasty Guy) moves up to two spaces
per turn. Any Explorer or Native in any space
that BNG moves onto/through is immediately
eaten and removed from the game. This
legendary island beast is revered as “ManjeReken-Pou’manje-Maten,” but the the Natives
just refer to him as the “Big Nasty Guy.”
If at any time MRK or BNG share the same hex
as a Village, that Village is considered occupied.
This means one less Village is needed to win the
game as long as MRK or BNG occupy it. Once
they move off of that hex, that Village will immediately
rebuild and will be again required for the Village win scenario.

Gems. Shiny, Shiny Gems...
Gems are the form of currency on the Island. They are spent to do several
things, including influencing MRK or BNG’s movement. All gems spent
or robbed are returned to the gem pile (no sticking them under “Free
Parking” like in Monopoly). Gems can only be spent during your own turn
(with the exception of the Kill die rolled during trips).

Attacking (“FIGHT! FIGHT! FIGHT!”)
If two different players’ Explorers occupy the same hex, they must
fight immediately. The attacker rolls the eight-sided red die, while the
defenders roll the eight-sided white die.
- Defender wins all ties.
- Defender wins on a natural roll of an 8.
- Remember that if the attack occurs on a Village, the defending
Explorer gets +1. Natives do not defend Villages, so no +1 for them.
- Attackers gain +1 to their roll for every two attackers that outnumber
the defender (rounded down).
- Whichever side lost the roll removes one piece from the hex. The
players must roll again until one side is wiped out. There is no
retreating. You must fight to the death! (But be nice about it.)
Example of a single battle:
Attacker

Strategic ways to spend Gems:

# of Expl.

8

8 Gems: Pay (or “bribe,” if you will) a Native to attack a player that is
on the same hex that they are not friendly with (same rules
as attacking).

8-Sided
Roll

4

# of Expl.

7

10 Gems: Add a new Explorer of your color to any hex where you
already have an Explorer.

8-Sided
Roll

8

15 Gems: Convert any Native you are friendly with (you have at least
one Explorer on their same color Village) by removing it, and
replacing it with a new Explorer of your color.

# of Expl.

6

8-Sided
Roll

2

# of Expl.

5

8-Sided
Roll

3

18 Gems: Convert ANY Native by removing it, and replacing it with a
new Explorer of your color.
30 Gems: You can bring BNG into play for the first time on the
Monstrous Cave, or if he is already in play, you can move him
up to two spaces.
30 Gems: You can bring MRK into play for the first time on the Ancient
Ruins hex, or if it is already in play, you can move it one
space.

# of Expl.

5

8-Sided
Roll

6

Outnumber
bonus

Total Defender

Defender
Village
bonus

Total

Result

1

7

TIE/Def.
wins

1

9

Def. wins
w/ natural
8 roll

1

6

Defender
wins

1

2

Attacker
wins

1

5

Attacker
wins

2
3

7

6

2
2

10

2

4

8

2
5

2
1

4

2

8

1

1
4

Attacking Pesky Natives

Remember, the GMP each need to be used differently: gems, movement, and
population. In this situation ONLY, the Catastrophe Die does not need to be
resolved first.

You may also attack Natives. This can be done the same way as a
normal attack. However, before you decide to take on the Natives, there
are a few consequences to consider. They are vengeful, so after the
attack:

OPTION DICE

- Any of your pieces on the same color hex as that Native must
immediately make a survival roll. Hey, you attacked them first.

3

Blue Native Die: Blue Natives move 1-4 spaces or a new blue
Native is placed on a vacant blue space.

1

2

Gray Native Die: Gray Natives move 1-4 spaces or a new gray
Native is placed on a vacant gray space.

4

5

66

6

Green Native Die: Green Natives move 1-4 spaces or a new green
Native is placed on a vacant green space
5

1

2

6

Protection Die: The color rolled means that Native is at peace
with you and can’t attack or rob you until the beginning of your next
turn. If the gold shield is rolled, you choose which color you are at
peace with. Give yourself a Protection token of the appropriate color.
4

3

6

2

4

Restriction Die: A player is chosen as the target before the roll
(except on a trips roll). That player can’t move on the color rolled
during their next turn. In addition, any pieces that are already on
that color that still remain there at the end of that players’ next turn
will need to roll the survival dice. Give this player a Restriction token
of the appropriate color.

6

TRIPS: If all GMP dice roll the same number (triples, or “trips”), finish
resolving all dice rolled. Then, take the three GMP dice and all eleven of the
option dice, and roll ALL 14 together.

4

5

1
6

1

2

4

3
6

5

Kill Die: If “Kill” is rolled, the target Native or Explorer is
removed from the board; otherwise you will need to pay 3 gems. If
you roll this die and do not or cannot pay, you will choose and lose
one of your own Explorers.
2 This die does not count as attacking Natives.
3

MRK and BNG will each need to move one space resulting in 16 options to
choose from. Add the MRK and BNG token to the dice pile as a reminder
of those choices being available. If MRK and or BNG have not entered the
game yet, their move is to enter on their starting hex.
Starting with the player who rolled the dice, moving clockwise, each
player will use and discard one of these choices as if it was rolled for them
on their turn until all 16 have been used. Some of these choices may be
useless, but NO dice can be discarded (nope, not even the ugly ones!).

2

4

5 1
Movement can be broken up among multiple Explorers. All movement
does not need to be used. (This also includes movement rolled for
Natives, MRK, and BNG so tuck that in your hat for later.)

1

3

44

6

4

Population only occurs on a roll of a 6; therefore, any one die with a roll
of a 6 can be chosen to add one new Explorer. If there is no 6 on the
GMP dice, or if you choose to use the 6 as movement or gems instead,
discard your lowest die and decide which of the other two will be used
for gems or movement.

3

5

3

6

33

These three dice are rolled every turn. Of these three rolled dice, you
must choose one for gems, one for movement, and one for population.

4

2

Brown Native Die: Brown Natives move 1-4 spaces or a new brown
Native is placed on a vacant brown space.

2
3

3

GMP (Gems/Movement/Population) DICE

1

6

1

2 4, or 5 additional gems. (blank side = 0 Gems)
Gems Die:50, 1,1 2, 3,

3

55 11 22

5

1

4

The (Very Cool) Dice: A Player’s Guide

5

2
Movement
Die: Provides additional movement (all movement need
not be used).

6

- Finally, you may not roll that Native’s color die on your next turn. Since
you messed with them, you can’t influence them for one turn, either.

4

5

3

- Also, you may not move onto any hex of that color until the end of your
next turn (take a restriction token for that color). They hold a one-turn
grudge, so scram.

2

Population Die: A one-in-six chance at gaining an additional
Explorer to add to a hex you already occupy, otherwise +1 gem or
nothing.

If a color: each piece on that color must make a roll for each
piece’s survival with a roll of the survival dice. Rolling starts with
the current player first, then they roll for each of the Natives
on that color. When this is done, the next player rolls for their
Explorers’ survival and so on. MRK and BNG are immune.
3

MRK (Massive Roaming Karma) either enters the game for the
5 1 2
first time on the Ancient Ruins hex, or it moves one space of the
5 1choosing.
2
current player’s
Bad mojo either way.
3

4

3

3 3

3

6

51 enters
125 21 the2 game for the first time on
BNG (Big Nasty Guy)5either
the Monstrous Cave
5 1hex,2 or he moves up to two spaces of the
current player’s choosing. Somebody’s hungry and really big.
4 4

4

6 6

6

4
6

4

OTHER DICE (they need love, too)
6

Survival Dice: These dice are used to determine each piece’s
survival. Roll for each Explorer separately.

• Eliminated players can still participate by rolling the Cataclysm die
on what would have been their turn(s). This adds an extra element of
random destruction, and also speeds up the game so that everyone
can play again. This can keep a player involved with the game even
though they have been eliminated.
• A time limit can be added to the game. At the end of an agreed time
limit, scoring will be:

White 8-Sided Die: Defender’s die (always wins ties or on natural 8)

1 point for each Explorer of your own color

5 points for occupying two Villages

1 point for every 15 gems (rounded down)
Highest total will win. In the case of a tie, those players will roll
all four survival dice adding one point for every “live” until the
tie is broken.

2
2
5

1

5

1

2

The above time limit method should be used during any
tournament play. Unless you’d really rather not.

6

3
4
6

1

6

4
5

4

2

• Game length can be modified by removing a number of hexes from
each color to make a smaller Island. A smaller Island makes for a
shorter playing time.

10 points for occupying three Villages

4

1

• Under the “Ways to Spend Gems,” you can spend 30 to “teleport”
MRK or BNG to any vacant hex. MRK’s area effect will not be
triggered because it is materialization instead of an actual move.

Red 8-Sided Die: Attacker’s die

3

1

This is a list of several optional rules that may be added to fit your
game experience:

2 points for occupying one Village

3

3

5

Optional Rules for the Stout of Heart:

Robbing Die: Used when Natives rob players. Possible results are:
-1 gem, -2 gems, or -3 gems.

3
6

4
6

5

Cataclysm Die: Four hex colors, MRK,BNG:

2

Survive the Players.
Survive the Island.
Survive the Dice.

TM

Island Dice is a fun and unique blend of
strategy and chance, utilizing hex hex
map layout and custom dice in endless
combinations, with high replay value.

“That was really fun. Let’s play again!”
-everyone who’s ever played Island Dice
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